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EUROPE ;

THE CHALLENGES OF CHANGI

Extracts from the speech by Sir Leon Brittan
Vice-President of the European Commission
to Sixth Formers of Leighton Park School
Reading, 19 Janu~ry 1990
"One by one the
tot a l I tar Ian Ism .
fallen.
It
Is
excit em ent. Yet
How should Europe

peoples of Eastern rurope have risen up aga in st
Even Romania's nasty dynastic dictators hip ha s
a glorious awakening
a time of hope and
It a I so poses form I oab I e cha I I enges for us a I I.
now order Its affairs?

The first point
would make Is that the earthquake Is stlll go in g
on, and the new landscape has yet to emerge from the dust.
That emphatlcal ly does IlQ1 mean we should stand back and wait. But
we should resist the temptation to think that because Europe's postwar order has col lapsed In a few short months we must cre ate a new
European architecture Just as quickly. We ~ust beware of floating
Grand Designs which offer ne.at
·solutions'
In terms of new
relatlonshlps between existing groupings In Europe.
"Eastern Europe" Is about as far from being a monolithic bl oc as
might be Imagined.
The countries of the European Free Trade Area,
EFTA, are much closer to one another, pol ltlcal ly and economic ally but their Interests, too, diverge In Important respects . And there
are great differences between the
Interests of
the various
Mediterranean countries bordering on the European Community.

Yet I would exempt the European Community Itself from my general
observation about the dangers of thinking In terms of establish ed
groupings.
For the Community's achievement - especially In the last
five years - has been to develop a new kind of relatlonshlp between
sovereign countries. And Instead of being overtaken by the pace and
scope of recent events, the Community has become more Intensely
relevant than ever.
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Let me explaln my reasons for offering this Judgement

:

Elr.s.i

the Community Is a unique, and a uniquely successful,
experiment In collaboration and common decision-making between
Independent
democratic
countries.
As
powerful
forces
of
nationalism resurface
In Eastern Europe, within the Soviet
Un Ion, and In Germany, we are bound to see the reemergence of
ancient ethnic rlvalrles and reglonal tensions.
Indeed this Is
already occurring.
In such a world the Community offers an
Important
model
of
how sovereignty
can be pooled without
diluting natlonal pride or regional Identity .

.S.~~Qng,

the European Community offers a centre of gravity and
political stability In Europe, and this Is desperately needed
In times of such rapid change.

I.hlLQ,

the European Community offers a mechanism for Immediate
common action to help the countries of Eastern Europe to bulld
the competitive economies which are cruclal
If they are to
sustain and develop their new political freedoms.
In a unique
and highly significant development, last summer, the 24 OECD
countries called on the Commission of the European Communities
to coordinate Joint efforts to help Poland and Hungary.
Ten
years, or even five years ago, It Is Inconceivable that we
would have been given that task.
Econom I c adjustment cannot, of course, be divorced from wider
Issues.
And this leads to a !.QlJ.L1h reason why the European
Community's role Is plvotal In present circumstances.
We offer
the most appropr I ate means for deve I op Ing a common 12.2ll1l~a.l
approach to developments In Eastern Europe.

The Community, then, has become a natural focus.
It offers a pole
of attraction In Europe.
Some people have suggested that because of
recent events we should stop devl I I Ing away at the detal I of the
European
Community's
further
development,
and
11ft
our
eyes
exclusively to these wider horizons.
I belleve that those who think
In this way are profoundly mistaken.
Continuing and enhancing the
progress towards 1992 and beyond Is not an alternative to helping
the countries of Eastern Europe.
It Is the best way of enabl Ing us
to give them practical assistance.
What service would It be to them If we Jeopardized the basis of our
present and future prosperity?
What service to them If we delayed
our drive towards economic and monetary union which wlll provide a
rock of tow lnflatlon and sound money at the heart of Europe?
It Is part of our contribution towards the emerging democracies of
Eastern Europe - and a very Important part, at that - that we should
complete the process we have started wl1hln the Community.

